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Abstract. If S is a left amenable semigroup, let dim<A//(S)> denote the

dimension of the set of left invariant means on S. Theorem. // S is left

amenable, then dim<A//(S)> = n < oo (/ and only if S contains exactly n

disjoint finite left ideal groups. This result was proved by Granirer for S

countable or left cancellative. Moreover, when S is infinite, left amenable,

and either left or right cancellative, we show that dim<Af/(S)> is at least the

cardinality of S. An application of these results shows that the radical of the

second conjugate algebra of /,(S) is infinite dimensional when S is a left

amenable semigroup which does not contain a finite ideal.

1. Introduction. Let S be a discrete semigroup, and m(S) the Banach space

of bounded real-valued functions with the sup norm. An element p E m(5)*

is called a mean if || p\\ = 1 and p(f) > 0 for/ > 0. For each s E S, let ls[rs]

denote the linear operator on m(S) defined by lj(t) = f(st) [rj(t) = f(ts)]

for tES, and / E m(S). A mean p is said to be left [right] invariant if

M(4/) = /*(/) [^(rj) = p(f)] for each/ E m(S) and each s E S. Let Ml(S)

[Mr(S)] denote the set of left [right] invariant means on S, and <A//(S)>

[(Mr(S)}] denote its linear span in m(S)*. When S has a left [right] invariant

mean, we say S is left [right] amenable.

It is natural to look for conditions which determine the dimension of

<A//(S)> when 5 is left amenable. The first results in this direction were

given by Day [5, p. 535], who proved that infinite solvable groups, infinite

amenable nontorsion groups, and infinite locally finite groups, all have more

than one left invariant mean. In [12, p. 43], Luthar showed that a commuta-

tive semigroup has a unique left invariant mean if and only if it has a finite

ideal. Continuing the search for conditions that <A/7(S)> be finite dimen-

sional, Granirer [7, p. 32] proved the following theorem:

Theorem (Granirer). If S is a countably infinite left amenable semigroup,
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then dim(Ml(S)y = n < co if and only if S contains exactly n disjoint finite

groups which are left ideals (').

Except for the case where S is left cancellative [7, p. 49], Granirer was

unable to drop the countability condition; he was only able to replace it by a

slightly weaker one (see [7, p. 44]).

When 5 is an infinite left amenable semigroup with cancellation, Chou has

proved [2] that dim<Ai/(5)> > 2s- \S\, where (S denotes the cardinality of

the continuum, and \S\ the cardinality of S. Later Chou [3], using an idea of

Kakutani and Oxtoby in [11, §16], was able to prove that dim<Ai/(S)> = 22's|

when S is an infinite amenable group.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the structure of the left thick

subsets of infinite left amenable semigroups, and use this to obtain lower

bounds for the dimension of the set of left invariant means. By this method,

we are able to prove Granirer's theorem without the countability condition,

and hence prove Luthar's result for all left amenable semigroups. Another

easily obtained corollary is that if S is amenable (both left and right) and

dim<Ai/(5)> is finite, then dim<Ai/(5')> = dim<A/r(S)> = 1 (i.e. 5 has a

unique invariant mean). This generalizes another theorem of Granirer [8,

Theorem 1] who proved the above proposition under the additional hypothe-

sis that dim(Mr(S)} be finite. Our techniques also yield that if S is either

right cancellative or left cancellative as well as infinite and left amenable,

then dim<A/7(S)> > \S\.

In §2 we define the terms left thickness and strong left thickness for subsets

of S, and illustrate their connection with dim<Ai/(5)> via Remark 2.1 and

Theorem 2.2, which deals with the existence of "large" collections of pairwise

disjoint left thick subsets of 5. This section concludes with some specific

results for the right cancellative case.

In §3 we define uniform left thickness, and give an equivalent characteriza-

tion in terms of the behavior of left invariant means on the characteristic

functions of subsets of S with smaller cardinality than S (Proposition 3.1).

Our main result giving a lower bound for dim<Ai/(5)> is found in §4

(Theorem 4.1), as well as the generalizations of the theorems of Granirer and

Luthar (Theorem 4.4, Corollaries 4.5 and 4.6).

§5 gives an application of the results of §4 to the radical of the second

conjugate algebra m(S)*. In §6 we look at thickness properties for the left

(')In Granirer's original theorem [7, p. 32], the condition "S contains exactly n disjoint finite

groups which are left ideals" was stated as "S contains exactly n disjoint finite left ideal left

cancellative groups" (a set A c S is said to be left ideal left cancellative if A is a left ideal in S,

and whenever sa = sb for í e S and a,b £ A, then a = b). However, as Granirer later noted, if

G is a finite group with identity e, and also a left ideal in S, then for each j£Swe have

sG = s(eG) = (se)G = G, which implies that G is left ideal left cancellative.
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cancellative case, while §7 is devoted to examples. §8 considers the limitations

involved in using our techniques to find the exact size of Ml(S).

The results of this paper will form part of my thesis under the direction of

Anthony T. Lau, to whom I am very grateful for suggesting this problem, and

who also pointed out several of the applications of the main theorems.

2. Strong left thickness and collections of pairwise disjoint left thick subsets.

Let S be a semigroup with the discrete topology. For each subset A c S, let

Xj denote the characteristic function of A (for each 5 e S, Xa (s) — 1 if s E A

and Xa(s) = 0 if s g A), and let \A\ denote the cardinality of A. We say that

A is left thick in S if for each finite subset FcSwe can find s E S with

Fs c A. In [13, Theorem 7], Mitchell showed that a subset A of a left

amenable semigroup S is left thick if and only if p(xa) = 1 for some

p E Ml(S).

We say that A c S is strongly left thick if for each B c S with \B\ < \A\,

the set A \ B is left thick in S. Although every semigroup is obviously left

thick in itself, it is easy to find examples of left amenable semigroups which

are not strongly left thick. Consider finite groups for instance, or left amen-

able semigroups which contain a right ideal of smaller cardinality. An

example of this last type is given in §7 (Example 7.3).

Remark 2.1. If {Ay: y E T} is a collection of pairwise disjoint left thick

subsets of a left amenable semigroup S, then for each y E T we can choose

pY E Ml(S) with py(xA ) " 1- This set {py: y E T} of left invariant means

on 5 is linearly independent. In fact if 2"= xa¡p¡ = 0 for some ( px,..., pn} c

{/y y 6 T), then for y = 1, . . . , n we have a, = 2"=1a,ju,(x4 ) = 0. Thus we

are interested in finding collections of pairwise disjoint left thick subsets of S.

The following theorem shows that strong left thickness is a useful property

in determining lower bounds for the dimension of (Ml(S)}.

Theorem 2.2. A subset A c S is strongly left thick if and only if there exists

a collection {Dy: y E T} of pairwise disjoint subsets of A, which are left thick in

S, such that \T\ = \A\.

Proof. Suppose A is strongly left thick. If A is finite, then for each a E A

we have {a} = A \(A \ {a}) is left thick in S; hence {{a}: a E A} is the

desired collection. Thus we may assume A is infinite.

Let to be the first ordinal with |w| = \{a: a < to}| = \A\. Write A - {aa:

a < to} and let Aß — {aa: a < ß} if 1 < ß < u. Using transfinite induction

we construct a family {t(ßtF): 1 < ß < to, F a finite subset of Aß} with the

following properties:

(i) Ft( ß F) c A for each finite f c Aß, where 1 < ß < to.

(ii) Let Xß = U {Ft(p¡F): finite F c Aß} if 1 < ß < a. Then Xß n Xs =

0 for 1 < ß < 5 < co.
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Ax = (a0} and since A is left thick, there exists t E S such that a0t E A.

Let'(l,{*o}>='-

Suppose we have constructed a family [t(ß F): 1 < ß < 8, F finite c Aß)

satisfying (i) and (ii), where 1 < 5 < a. Let Y = U [Xß: 1 < ß < 8), and

let |5| denote \{a: a < 8}\. If \8\ is finite, then y is a finite union of finite

sets so |y| < \A\. If |5| is infinite, then \Xß\ < |5| for 1 < ß < 8, and we

have \Y\ < \8\2 = \8\ < \A\, since 5 < w. Thus \Y\ < \A\ in either case,

hence A \ Y is left thick, and so for each finite subset £ c As we can choose

/(Si F)E S such that £/(5) F) c A \ Y. Then vjC^\F and Xß n Xs = 0 for

1 < ß < 5.

Let r = {y: 1 < y < «}. Choose a 1-1 correspondence T: T—>T X T and

define Ty = £-1(r X {y}) for each y G T. Now each Ty is cofinal in T since

\Ty\ = |r|, and if y, * y2 then ry, n Ty¡ - 0.
For each y G T, define £>y = U {Xß: ß E Ty). Clearly {Dy: y G T) is a

collection of pairwise disjoint subsets of A. Since |r| = |<o| = \A\, it only

remains to show that each Dy is left thick in S. Since A is left thick in S, it

suffices to show that Dy is left thick in A. Let £ be a finite subset of A. Then

for some ß, we must have F c Aß, and since Ty is cofinal in T we may

assume ß G Ty. Now £/(/3 ¡^E Xß c Dy, and we see that Dy is left thick.

Conversely, let [Dy: y E T} be a collection of pairwise disjoint subsets of

/I, which are left thick in S, such that |r| = \A\. Suppose £ c S with

\B\ < \A\. Since |J7| > |£|, there exists y G T with B n Dy = 0. Then £>y c
j4 \ £ so A \ B is left thick, which finishes the proof.

Next we show that every infinite left amenable semigroup with right

cancellation is strongly left thick. In §6, we will see that this remains true

when right cancellation is replaced by left cancellation. First we need the

following lemmas:

Lemma 2.3. If B and C are subsets of an infinite semigroup S with right

cancellation such that \B\ < \S\ and \C\ < \S\, then there exists s E S with

B n sC = 0.

Proof. If not, then for each s E S we can find a pair (bs, cs) E B X C

such that bs = scs. If s ¥= t, then (bs, cs) =£ (b,, ct) since otherwise we would

have scs = bs — bt = tct = tcs, and hence s = / by right cancellation. Thus

\B X C\ = |£| \C\ > \S\, which contradicts |£| < |S| and |C| < |5| since S
is infinite.

Lemma 2.4. If B is a subset of an infinite semigroup S with right cancellation

such that \B\ < \S\, then there exists a sequence [sn] c S with snB n smB =

0 for n ¥= m.

Proof.  Construct the sequence {sn} by induction.   Choose sx E S arbi-
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trarily. If we have constructed sx, . . ., s„ such that s,B n SjB = 0 for 1 < / <

/ < n, then by Lemma 2.3 we can find s„+x E S so that sn+xB n (sxB

U • • • U snB) = 0, since \sxB (J • • • U s„B\ < \S\.

Proposition 2.5. If S is an infinite left amenable semigroup with right

cancellation, then for each B c S with \B\ < \S\ and for each p E Ml(S) we

have p(xB) = 0.

Proof. By Lemma 2.4 there exists a sequence {s„} c S with snB n smB =

0 for n i= m. Thus 1 = p(xs) > 2"_iii(x,B). For each n we have /S|iXs„b >

XB and so /ift^) = V-Vs^b) > MÙCa)- Hence /»(Xa) = °-

Corollary 2.6. //" 5 is tr« infinite left amenable semigroup with right

cancellation, then every left thick subset A is strongly left thick. In particular S

is strongly left thick.

Proof. Choose p E Ml(S) so that p(xa) = 1. If B c S with |5| < \A\,

then p(X(A\B)) > ^(Xa) ~ mOo?) " 1- Thus A \ B is left thick.

3. Uniform left thickness. In this section we examine another thickness

property for semigroups. We say 5 is uniformly left thick if |i4| = |S| for

every left thick subset A c S. As a corollary to the next proposition, we see

that for infinite left amenable semigroups, uniform left thickness implies

strong left thickness.

Proposition 3.1. An infinite left amenable semigroup S is uniformly left thick

if and only if for each B c S with \B\ < \S\ and for each p E Ml(S) we have

H(Xb) = 0.

Before giving the proof we introduce a few necessary definitions and

notation. A relation R is defined on a semigroup S by aRb for a,b G S, if

there exists u E S with au = bu. If the intersection of finitely many right

ideals of S is always nonempty (as is the case when S is left amenable), then

R is an equivalence relation, the set S' of equivalence classes is a semigroup

with right cancellation under the induced multiplication, and the quotient

map it: S -» S' is a semigroup homomorphism. For more details, see Granirer

[8, p. 371].
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Suppose S is uniformly left thick, B c S with

|5| < \S\, and ¿t E Ml(S). If |S'| = |S|, define p' G Ml (S') by p'(f) =

p(f° tt) for each / G m(S'). Then |ir(5)| < |5"|, so by Proposition 2.5 we

have 0 = p'(x„(B)) = Mx*w ° w) > MÜC«) > 0.

Thus we may assume \S'\ < \S\. For each g G S" choose tg E tr~x(g). Let

C be the subset of S defined as {tgb: g G S', b E B}. Since S is infinite,

|C| < \S\. If p(xB) > 0, then C is left thick in S1. To see this, we first show

that for any finite set F c S, there exists u E S such that Fu = {tgu:
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g G tt(F)}. It is easily seen by induction on |£|, that for each g G tt(F) there

exists ugE S with (F n v~x(g))ug = tgug. Now choose u E nge„(F)ugS.

Then Fu = {tgu: g E tr(F)). If p(xe) > 0, then £ n uS ¥= 0 since /i(xaS) =

1. Therefore we can find s G S so that mí G £. But now £hs = [tgus:

g G 77(£)} c C. Hence C is left thick. Since S is uniformly left thick and

\C\ < \S\, we must have p(xs) = 0.

Conversely, if for each B c S with |£| < |5| we have p(xB) = 0 for all

p G Ml (S), then clearly £ is not left thick in S.

Corollary 3.2. For infinite left amenable semigroups, uniform left thickness

implies strong left thickness.

The proof is identical to that of Corollary 2.6.

Corollary 3.3. Every infinite left amenable semigroup with right cancella-

tion is uniformly left thick.

This follows immediately from Proposition 2.5.

Remark 3.4. The above proposition fails when we allow S to be finite.

Suppose S is a finite group. Then its only left thick subset is the group itself;

so S is uniformly left thick. However, if p is the unique left invariant mean on

S, then ft(Xb) = \B\ \S\~X ¥> Oif £ * 0.
In §7 we give an example of an infinite left amenable semigroup which is

strongly left thick but not uniformly left thick. Since most of the proof of

Proposition 3.1 is devoted to the case where \S'\ < \S\, an example of a

uniformly left thick infinite left amenable semigroup S with \S'\ < \S\ is also

given in §7. In view of Proposition 3.1, it is interesting to note a similar

reformulation of strong left thickness for left amenable semigroups.

Proposition 3.5. A left amenable semigroup is strongly left thick if and only

if for each B c S with \B\ < \S\ there exists p E Ml(S) with p(xB) = 0.

4. A lower bound for dim<Ai/(5)>. We define the width of a semigroup S,

denoted by W(S), as W(S) = sup{\A\: A is a strongly left thick subset of

S}. Now we are ready to prove our main result.

Theorem 4.1. If S is a left amenable semigroup which contains no finite left

thick subsets, then dim<Ai/(S)> > W(S) > «0.

Proof. That dim<Ai/(5")> > W(S) follows immediately from Theorem 2.2

and Remark 2.1. Thus we need only show that S contains an infinite strongly

left thick subset. Let A be a left thick subsemigroup of S so that \A\ is

minimal. Clearly A is infinite, and also uniformly thick since if £ c A is left

thick in A with |£| < \A\, then the subsemigroup generated by £ is left thick

in S, and has cardinality less than A. Since A is left thick in S, the semigroup
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A is left amenable. Thus by Corollary 3.2, A is strongly left thick.

Remark 4.2. Even when S contains no finite left thick subsets, we may

have W(S) <\S\ (see Example 7.3).

With the help of this theorem, we proceed to give a proof of Granirer's

theorem without the countability condition, and then the generalization of

Luthar's result, as mentioned in § 1. For this we need one more lemma.

We use the term left ideal group to signify a group which is also a left ideal

in S.

Lemma 4.3. // a left amenable semigroup S contains a finite left thick subset,

then S contains a finite left ideal group.

Proof. Suppose A c S is a finite left thick subset. The left ideal Sa is finite

for some a G A, since p(xa) = 1 for some p G Ml(S), implies p(X{a)) > 0

for some a E A. Choose t E S such that St is finite, with \St\ minimal, and

let C = St. It is easy to check that C is right cancellative, and since C is also

finite and left amenable, C is a finite group.

Theorem 4.4. A left amenable semigroup has dim(Ml(S)) = n < oo if and

only if S contains exactly n disjoint finite left ideal groups.

Proof. In [7, p. 34], Granirer proved that if S contains exactly n disjoint

finite left ideal groups, then dim<A//(5)> = n. Now suppose dim<Az7(S')> =

« < oo. The semigroup S must contain some finite left ideal group since

otherwise Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.1 show that dim<A//(S)> is not finite. 5

cannot contain infinitely many disjoint finite left ideal groups, since by

Remark 2.1 that would again imply that dim(Ml(S)} is infinite. Thus S

contains exactly m disjoint finite left ideal groups for some finite number m,

and by Granirer's result, we see m = n.

Corollary 4.5. If S is a left amenable semigroup, then dim<A//(5)) is finite

if and only if S contains a finite two-sided ideal.

Proof. If dim<A//(5)> = n < oo, then S contains exactly n disjoint finite

left ideal groups, say Ax,... ,An. In [7, p. 34], Granirer shows that U {A,:

i = 1,...,«} is a finite two-sided ideal.

If A is a finite two-sided ideal of S, then for each p E Ml(S) we have

P(Xa) = 1> and hence dirn(Ml(S)) = dim< Ml (A)), which is finite since A is

finite.

Corollary 4.6. // S is an amenable (both left and right) semigroup with

dim<M/(S)> = n < oo, then S contains a finite group which is a two-sided

ideal, and hence dim<A//(S)> = dim<A/>(S)> = 1 (i.e. S has a unique in-

variant mean).
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Proof. As shown in Corollary 4.5, S contains a finite two-sided ideal A

which is the union of n disjoint finite left ideal groups. By footnote 1 (p. ) we

see that A is left cancellative. Since A is also right amenable and finite, A is a

finite group. Let p E m(S)* be defined as p(f) = \A\~x2,{f(a): a G A).

Then Ml(S) = Mr(S) = [p).

Theorem 4.4 is proved by Granirer for S countable [7, p. 32], or 5 left

cancellative [7, p. 49]. Moreover, he proved Corollary 4.6 for these cases [7, p.

46], and also for the general case under the additional assumption that

dim<Afr(5)> be finite [8, Theorem 1]. Corollary 4.5 was proved by Luthar

[12, p. 43] for S commutative.

5. An application to the radical of the second conjugate algebra m(S)*. Let

lx(S) be the space of real-valued functions 6 on 5 such that 2{|0(s)|: s E S)

is finite. For v E m(S)* and/ G m(S), we define v *f G m(S) by v * f(s)

= v(lj). Now for p,v G m(S)*, the Arens multiplication on m(S)* is defined

as p * v(f) = p(v *f) for each / G m(S). Under this multiplication m(S)*

becomes the second conjugate algebra of lx(S) (for more details see Day [5, p.

526]).

Theorem 5.1. If S is a left amenable semigroup which contains no finite

ideals, then the radical J of m(S)* is infinite dimensional.

Proof. Using an idea of Civin and Yood (see [4, pp. 849-850]), it can be

shown that Ml(S) cJ + p for any p E Ml(S). Since Ai/(S) is infinite

dimensional by Corollary 4.5, the radical J must be also.

Granirer used the same proof to show that the radical of m(S)* is infinite

dimensional when S is a commutative semigroup without finite ideals (see [8,

p. 378]), and also when S is an infinite left amenable group (see [7, p. 48]).

Corollary 5.2. Let S be a left amenable semigroup and suppose the radical

of m(S)* is finite dimensional. If S is either left cancellative or right cancella-

tive, then S is finite.

Proof. By Theorem 5.1, S contains a finite ideal A. Now for any a E A,

we have aS u Sa c A. If S is either left cancellative or right cancellative,

then \S\ < \aS u Sa\ < \A\, and we see that S is finite.

Remark. This result is already known for the left cancellative case

(Granirer and Rajagopalan [10]). It is unknown whether it still holds when the

cancellative properties of 5 are dropped. However, the following example

shows that the condition that S is left amenable and contains a finite ideal is

not enough to ensure that the radical of m(S)* is finite dimensional.

Example 5.3. Let S = [sn: n = 0, 1,2,... } with the multiplication s¡Sj =

s0 for all /,/ Then p G m(S)*, defined by p(f) = f(s0) for each/ G m(S), is

the unique left (and right) invariant mean on S, and {s0) is a finite ideal in S.
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For each n > 1, define <b„ E m(S)* by <b„(f) = /(•*„+1) ~ /(*■) for each

/ G m(S). Now the set {<£>„: n = 1, 2, . . . } is linearly independent in m(S)*,

and for any v E m(S)* we have v * <bn - </>„ * v = 0 for each n. Thus {<#>„:

« = 1, 2, . . . } c J and, hence, 7 is infinite dimensional.

A further illustration that the radical J of m(S)* may be much larger than

the ideal A = {px - p2: px, p2 E Ml(S)} is given by Civin and Yood in [4,

Theorem 3.5], where they show that J/A is infinite dimensional when S is the

additive group of integers.

6. Thickness properties for infinite left amenable semigroups with left

cancellation. The purpose of this section is to show that every infinite left

amenable semigroup with left cancellation is strongly left thick. In order to do

this, we first prove some preliminary lemmas.

Lemma 6.1. If B and C are subsets of an infinite semigroup S with left

cancellation, such that \B\ < \S\ and \C\ < \S\, then there exists s E S with

B n Cs = 0.

Proof. Replace right cancellation by left cancellation in the proof of

Lemma 2.3.

Given s G 5 and p E Ml(S), define p(s) E m(S)* by p(s)(f) = p(rj) for

each / G m(S), where rj(t) — f(ts) for t E S. It is easily checked that

p,s) E Ml(S), and that for each A c S, we have p<s)(Xas) > PÍXa)-

Lemma 6.2. // S is an infinite left amenable semigroup with left cancellation

and B c S with \B\ < \S\, then there exists a sequence {p„} c Ml(S) such

that2™_xp„(xB)< I-

Proof. Using induction, we construct sequences ( px, p2,. .. } c Ml(S)

and {s2, s3,.. . } c S with the following property:

/MX(£uJ3i„u£j„.-,i„u • • • UBs2s3- ■ ■ j„))

> M»(Xb) + M„-i(Xb) + • • • + px(xB)-

Clearly this sequence {pn} satisfies the statement of the lemma, since (i)

implies that 1 = p„(xs) > pn(xB) + J^-iÍXb) + • • • + Pi(xB) for each "•

Choose jLt| G Ml(S) arbitrarily. By Lemma 6.1 we can find s2E S with

B n Bs2 — 0. Let p2 = pX(s¡) as defined above.

If we have constructed {px,.. ., pn_x} and {s2,..., sn_x} for some n > 3,

then by Lemma 6.1 we can find sn with

B n (B u Bs„ u Bsn_x U • • • U Bs2s3 • • • s„_x)sn = 0.

Let h = h-Hs„y Then we have
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f-n(X(B U Ä5„U Bj,-|J»U ■ • • UÄf2*3- • • *»))

= /MXb) + /MX(BuBí„_,Uas„-2J„-iU • • ■ UÍJ2J3- • • í„-i)v

^   MniXtf) +  rl)i-l(X(ÄUÄJ._|UÄi11-i»,-|U • • • U 5*2*3- • -i»-l))

> ft,(Xa) + ft,-i(Xa) + V„-2(Xb) + • • • + Hi(Xb)-

Proposition 6.3. If S is an infinite left amenable semigroup with left

cancellation, then S is strongly ¡eft thick.

Proof. Let B c S with |£| < |S|. By Lemma 6.2 we can find a sequence

{ft,} C Ml(S) with 2~_, ft,(xa) < 1. Clearly we must have limM0O ixn(xB) =

0. Since Ml(S) is weak*-compact, we can find a subnet (pa) of {ft,} which is

weak*-convergent to p E Ml(S). Then p(xb) = 0>s0 ̂ (x^ssb)) = 1 an^ hence

5 \ £ is left thick in S.

Remark. Although every infinite left amenable semigroup with right

cancellation is uniformly left thick, this does not remain true when right

cancellation is replaced by left cancellation (see Example 7.4).

7. Examples. The first three examples are special cases of the following

general type of left amenable semigroup. If S is a lattice (a partially ordered

set in which every finite set has a supremum and an infimum), then a

multiplication can be defined on S by ab = sup(a,ô} for a,b E S. This

operation is commutative and associative and, hence, S is a left amenable

semigroup (S is even extremely left amenable, i.e. m(S) admits a multiplica-

tive left invariant mean, see [9]). We call this operation the sup multiplication.

A subset A c S is left thick in 5 if and only if A is cofinal in S.

Example 7.1. A left amenable semigroup containing no finite left thick

subsets, which is strongly left thick but not uniformly left thick.

Let 5 be the real numbers under the sup multiplication. The set of integers

is left thick in S; hence S is not uniformly left thick. If B c S with S \ £ not

left thick, then the interval [a,oo) is contained in B for some a G S, and we

have |£| = |S|. Thus S is strongly left thick.

Example 7.2. An infinite uniformly left thick left amenable semigroup S

which is extremely left amenable. In particular, \S'\ < \S\.

Let S be the integers under the sup multiplication. Obviously S is uni-

formly left thick since every cofinal subset is infinite. Also |S'| = 1 since for

each a,b E S there exists c E S with ac = be.

Example 7.3. A left amenable semigroup containing no finite left thick

subsets, which is not strongly left thick.

Let S be the union of the interval [0,1] with the natural numbers N under

the sup multiplication. S has no finite left thick subsets since every cofinal

subset is infinite. Since |N| < |5|, and S \ N is not left thick, S is not strongly

left thick.
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Since N is a right ideal of S, it is natural to ask whether every infinite left

amenable semigroup, which is not strongly left thick, contains a right ideal of

smaller cardinality. As far as we know, this question remains unanswered.

Example 7.4. An infinite extremely left amenable semigroup S with left

cancellation, which is not uniformly left thick. As in Example 7.1 S is

strongly left thick, but in this case S does contain finite left thick subsets.

Let 5 be any infinite set with the multiplication st = t for all s,t G S. For

each s E S, the set {s} = Ss is left thick, so 5 is not uniformly left thick. S is

extremely left amenable since for each sGiwe can define ps G Ml (S) by

Ms(/) = f(s) f°r au/ e m(S). Then each ps is also multiplicative.

8. Some final remarks. If S is a uniformly left thick infinite left amenable

semigroup, then the existence of a collection {D¡: i E 1} of left thick subsets

of S with \D¡ fl Dj\ < \S\ for i ¥>j would imply dim<A/7(S)> > \I\. This
follows from Proposition 3.1, since by choosing p, E Ml{S) with p,(xD) = 1

for each / G /, we have p,(xd) = ßi(X(D,nD)) ~ 0 when / +j. Returning to

the proof of Theorem 2.2, we see that such a collection can be found if and

only if a collection {P¡: i E 1} of cofinal subsets of T = {a: a < to) can be

found such that \P¡ fl PJ\ < \T\ if i ¥*j. When S (and hence T) is countably

infinite, such a collection can be found with \I\ = 2*° = (Z (see for instance

Chou [1, p. 781]).

This leads one to hope that when T is infinite, one could always find such a

collection with |/| = 2|rL However, when to is the first uncountable ordinal,

the existence of such a collection is independent of the usual axioms of set

theory(2). Thus when S is uncountable, this technique cannot be used to

obtain a better lower bound for dim<A//(S)>.

A further example of the limitations of using collections of left thick

subsets to determine the exact size of dim<A//(S')> is seen by considering

dim(Ml(G)}, where G is an infinite amenable group. Using a technique of

Kakutani and Oxtoby (see [11, pp. 215-225]), Chou has shown that

dim<A/7(G)> = 22° in [3]. Since G contains only 2'c' distinct subsets, we

cannot possibly obtain this result through the use of collections of left thick

subsets.
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